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bstract

CO, CO2 and methanol adsorption/electro-desorption processes have been studied on Pt–Rh alloy electrodes with various surface compositions
nd on the pure Pt and Rh electrodes. Pt–Rh alloys are slightly more tolerant to poisons from these molecules’ adsorption compared to pure Pt and
h.
The values of electrode coverage by the adsorption products and the values of the average electron-per-site (eps) parameter obtained from

tripping voltammetry suggest some differences exist between the adsorption layers formed depending on the adsorbing molecule, the electrode’s
urface composition and the adsorption conditions. The observations could be rationalized by considering the differences in adsorption mechanisms
f CO, CO and methanol and by taking the adsorption products to be uniquely bridge-bonded and on-top-bonded CO.
2

There is no direct correlation between the average eps parameter and the stability of the adsorption layer. Adsorption layers formed on an
lectrode with a given surface composition and characterized by the same value of the average eps parameter can have different potential stability,
f they were formed by different molecules or under different conditions.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Studies of small organic molecule (SOM) adsorption and
lectro-desorption from solid platinum-based electrodes are
elated to technology advancement in important practical
pplications of electrochemistry. These include anode electro-
atalysis for direct oxidation fuel cells, e.g., direct methanol fuel
ells (DMFCs) [1–3] and reformate fuel cells [4], and electro-
hemical CO2 scrubbing. [5]

For example, methanol electro-catalysis in DMFCs currently
elies on binary platinum–ruthenium alloy catalysts. Ruthenium
s introduced to platinum as a metal that, firstly, has a greater

bility, compared to Pt, to form surface oxygen species needed to
ully oxidize methanol (bi-functional effect [6]), and secondly,
as a lower d-band electron density than Pt and, thus, is capable
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f weakening the bond between a strongly adsorbed oxidation
ntermediate and Pt by withdrawing electron density from the
ond (the ligand effect [7]). Despite the much better performance
f Pt–Ru compared with Pt and many other binary Pt-based cat-
lysts, the methanol anode activation continues to be the largest
oltage loss in the DMFC. It is therefore necessary to carefully
ook into the mechanism of methanol electro-oxidation on such
inary alloys in order to devise better electro-catalysts.

Pt–Rh is a model binary Pt-based catalyst suitable for SOM
lectrode reactions studies. It is a homogeneous alloy and its
urface composition can be easily measured and tuned in the
hole range. [8] In this contribution we present the results of a

omparative study of CO, CO2 and methanol adsorption/electro-
esorption at Pt–Rh electrodes focusing mostly on the influence
f alloy composition on the nature of adsorption products.
. Experimental

All electrodes used in this study were limited volume
lectrodes (LVEs) [9–11], which were electrodeposited poten-
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iostatically on 0.5-mm diameter gold wires (99.99 Au) from
queous solutions containing H2PtCl6, RhCl3 and HCl. The
lectro-deposition potential was 0.180 V vs. SHE in all cases.
he deposited layer thickness was a few micrometers and the
urface roughness factor was in the range 50–200. The proce-
ure for obtaining a Pt–Rh electrode surface with a precisely
efined surface composition is described in detail in ref. [8].

All electrochemical studies were performed in deoxygenated
queous 0.5 M H2SO4 solutions at room temperature. The strip-
ing technique was used for studying the adsorption of methanol
nd carbon oxides. [12] For CO and CO2 adsorption, a pressure
f 1 bar of the respective gas was maintained during the adsorp-
ion step, after which the gas was thoroughly flushed from the
ell with nitrogen or argon. In the case of methanol adsorption,
concentration of 1 M methanol was used. After the adsorp-

ion step, the methanol was removed from the cell by replacing
he methanol-containing electrolyte with a fresh, deoxygenated
ortion of the supporting electrolyte taking special care that no
xygen be introduced into the cell.

All chemicals and gases used were of high-purity grade and
ere used without additional purification. Prior to adsorption

he electrodes were cleaned by in situ electrochemical cycling
o obtain well-defined voltammograms certifying high system
urity.

Electrochemical techniques were performed with a Volta-
ab PGZ 301 potentiostat/galvanostat. Unless noted otherwise,

n cyclic voltammetry experiments, a scan rate of 50 mV s−1,
n anodic vertex potential of +1.250 V vs. SHE and a cathodic
ertex potential of +0.050 V vs. SHE were used. The working
lectrode potential was measured against a mercury/mercury
ulfate or a silver/silver chloride reference electrode, but all the
otentials are given vs. SHE.

. Results and discussion

.1. General considerations

In order to point out major similarities and differences
etween the adsorption processes of CO, CO2 and methanol,

eneral schemes of the processes are provided in Fig. 1. In
he case of CO adsorption on a metal surface with suitable
ffinity to carbonaceous adsorbates, such as the alloys studied
ere, the process is likely a simple chemical adsorption with-

ig. 1. General adsorption reaction scheme for (a) CO, (b) CO2 and (c) methanol
dsorption on the electrode surface.
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ut charge transfer over distances longer than the length of the
etal–carbon bond (Fig. 1a). It is known from spectroscopic

tudies that the CO adsorption product is either a CO molecule
onded linearly via the carbon atom on top of a single adsorption
ite (metal atom), or the same molecule bonded to two adjacent
dsorption sites with the carbon atom forming a bridge between
hem. [13]

CO2 adsorption is a much more complicated process, because
t can only proceed with electron transfer from the electrode to
he CO2 molecule via adsorbed hydrogen (Fig. 1b): [14]

x − 2y + 4)H+ + (x − 2y + 4)e → (x − 2y + 4)H(ads) (1)

O2 + (x − 2y + 4)H(ads) → CHxOy(ads) + (2 − y)H2O (2)

t is therefore a reductive adsorption requiring more than one
dsorption site to complete a single molecule adsorption act.
n the case of CO2 adsorption on platinum metals it is usu-
lly assumed that x = 0 and y = 1, meaning CO(ads) is the only
dsorption product, just as in the case of CO adsorption. [15]
owever, given the complexity of the process and considering

ome previous radiometric results [16], one simple product is
nlikely.

Although, unlike CO2 adsorption, methanol adsorption does
ot require a source of or sink for electrons such as the external
ircuit, it is also a charge-transfer, this time oxidative adsorption
rocess, in which molecular hydrogen is evolved (Fig. 1c):

CH3OH + (y − 1)H2O

→ CHxOy(ads) + (2y − x + 2)H+ + (2y − x + 2)e (3)

2y − x + 2)H+ + (2y − x + 2)e → (y − x/2 + 1)H2 (4)

n the case of methanol adsorption on Pt it has been found by
pectroscopy that the deviation from x = 0 and y = 1, if any, is
ery small. [17–19] However, such data for other metal surfaces,
articularly alloy surfaces, is missing. By comparing the CO2
nd the methanol adsorption processes (Fig. 1b and c), one can
uspect a certain similarity in the products formed, because in
oth cases adsorbate formation requires an ensemble of adsorp-
ion sites with the sites adjacent to the CHxOy(ads)-binding site
eing involved in atomic hydrogen adsorption.

In the present work, the eps (electrons per site) parameter is
sed to characterize the CO, CO2 and methanol adsorption prod-
cts. It is the number of electrons required to oxidatively remove
he adsorbate molecules from the adsorption sites, taken for one
dsorption site. If one assumes, which can be safely done in the
ase of the studied molecules, that the oxidative removal of the
arbonaceous adsorbate leads to exclusive formation of gaseous
O2, then, for CHxOy(ads), the eps is given by the following
quation:

ps = x + 2(2 − y)

n
(5)
here n is the number of sites blocked by one molecule of the
dsorbate. “Blocking” in that sense is either forming a chemical
ond with the site or making the site unavailable for adsorption
ue to space limitation and/or electronic interaction. Conse-
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Fig. 2. Charges analysis of a stripping cyclic voltammetry experiment. Thick,
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Fig. 3. Stripping scans of the CO, CO2 and methanol adsorption products
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before for pure platinum, for which it was shown that as soon
as there is weakly adsorbed hydrogen available on the surface,
i.e. below ca. 0.200 V vs. SHE, the saturation electrode cover-
olid line is the stripping cycle. Thick, dashed line is the cycle immediately
ollowing the stripping cycle.

uently, when CO(ads) is the form of the adsorbate, for which
= 1 or 2 is expected, an eps value between 1 and 2 should
e obtained. (In this case, eps-1 should give the fraction of sites
inding CO(ads), for which CO is attached in the on-top position.)
xperimental (average) eps values outside this range prove the
dsorbate is, at least partially, something other than CO(ads).

Careful treatment of the stripping voltammetry data obtained
n this work allows for precise calculation of the average eps
arameter. Fig. 2 presents the details of the analysis using an
xample methanol stripping experiment performed with a Pt–Rh
lloy electrode. Some assumptions presented in detail in ref. [8]
ead to the formula for the experimental eps:

ps = (Q“CO”+oxide − Qoxide)[0.59xRh + 0.77(1 − xRh)]

(QH,max − QH,min)
(6)

here xRh is the electrode’s surface molar fraction of Rh. The
ame assumptions lead to calculation of the electrode’s coverage
y the carbonaceous adsorbate, θ, using the following formula:

= 1 − QH,min

QH,max
(7)

Fig. 3 is used to illustrate the fact that there are important
ifferences in the nature of the adsorption products formed on a
t–Rh alloy surface, 60%-Rh in this case, during CO, CO2 and
ethanol adsorption. The position of the stripping peak on the

otential scale and the sharpness of the peak are respectively a
easure of the stability and uniformity of the adsorption layer.
O adsorption gives rise to sharp electro-desorption peaks, the
osition of which depends strongly on the adsorption potential
solid and dotted lines in Fig. 3). CO2 and methanol adsorption

roducts both generate wide peaks, yet positioned differently
n the potential scale (long-dashed and short-dashed lines).
n view of the spectroscopic evidence in favor of similarity
f the adsorption products for all three SOMs it is interest-
ng to investigate further the differences in electrochemical
ehavior.

F
a
a

rom Pt–Rh (60% Rh). Two adsorption potentials are shown for CO. Curves
escriptions and adsorption potential values for CO shown in graph. Adsorption
otential for CO2 and methanol was 0.01 and 0.20 V vs. SHE, respectively.

.2. Influence of adsorption potential

Fig. 4 presents the influence of adsorption potential on the
overage of a ca. 30%-Rh Pt–Rh electrode by adsorption prod-
cts for all three investigated molecules. There is a different
attern for each adsorbing substance reflecting mostly the dif-
erent mechanisms of adsorption (Fig. 1). Coverage for CO is
igh and constant with adsorption potential reflecting the fact
hat CO, being a stronger ligand than H for both Pt and Rh,
s able to efficiently displace adsorbed hydrogen (H(ads)) from
he surface of the alloy. CO2 adsorption products require H(ads)
o form, therefore as the adsorption potential is lowered and
nters the H(ads) region for the electrode, the coverage rises.
t is interesting that for all adsorption potential values below
.200 V vs. SHE, the coverage for CO2 reaches the saturation
overage despite the fact that coverage of the electrode by H(ads)
n the absence of a carbonaceous adsorbate changes gradually
ith electrode potential. A similar behavior has been observed
ig. 4. Pt–Rh (ca. 30% Rh) electrode coverage by adsorption products vs.
dsorption potential for CO (circles), CO2 (squares) and methanol (triangles)
dsorption.
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is maximum lowering of the stripping peak potential (Fig. 6).

This behavior can be rationalized by assuming that the CO
adsorption product is either bridge-bonded or on-top-bonded
CO. The former yields an eps equal to 1 and should be more
ig. 5. Electron-per-site (eps) parameter vs. adsorption potential for CO (cir-
les), CO2 (squares) and methanol (triangles) adsorption products formed on
t–Rh (ca. 30% Rh).

ge by the CO2 adsorption products is attained [20,21]. During
O2 adsorption at a relatively high electrode potential, there is

ormation of new weakly adsorbed H(ads) for reaction with CO2
ntil a saturation state (coverage by CO2 adsorption products) is
ttained [22]. Finally, the coverage of the electrode by methanol
dsorption products stays at its maximum in a wide range of
dsorption potential and becomes lower only at very low adsorp-
ion potential. Methanol, just as CO, competes with H(ads) for
are metal sites during adsorption, however, being a molecule
ith an outer “layer” built of hydrogen atoms and, hence, pos-

essing a ligand strength similar to H, it is unable to displace
(ads) as efficiently as CO is. Because the availability of free sites
ecomes small as the electrode potential is lowered to 0.050 V vs.
HE due to increasing coverage by H(ads), the saturation cov-
rage by methanol adsorption products at this low adsorption
otential will likely be lower than at a higher adsorption poten-
ial. Existing ability of methanol to displace H(ads) is apparent
rom the high and adsorption-potential-independent values of
overage in the adsorption potential range between 0.100 and
.350 V vs. SHE. A possible displacement mechanism, opera-
ive for both methanol and CO, might involve weakening of the

etal–H(ads) bond at the H(ads) sites neighboring the CHxOy(ads)
ite, due to an electronic effect. Such affected H(ads) sites would
e more susceptible to spontaneous H(ads) desorption and sub-
equent attack of a solution molecule of methanol on the bare
ite.

Fig. 5 includes the values of the average eps parameter
btained using different adsorption potentials at the ca. 30%-
h Pt–Rh alloy electrodes. Firstly, the eps values differ for CO,
O2 and methanol adsorption products attesting to existing dif-

erences in the chemical nature of the products. Secondly, it is
een that for all three substances the eps values tend to increase
s the adsorption potential is lowered. Two interpretations can
e offered for the latter observation. The increasingly reducing
onditions at the electrode surface when the potential is lowered

abundance of H(ads)) could favor formation of a more reduced
dsorption product, thus increasing the average eps. The second
ypothesis involves bridge-bonded and on-top-bonded CO as
he only adsorption products in each case. Increased presence of

F
(
c

ig. 6. Stripping peak potential vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface composition for CO
dsorption products. Adsorption potential 0.07 V vs. SHE.

(ads) at the low adsorption potential would make the formation
f bridge-bonded CO less favorable and, as a result, the aver-
ge eps would rise. The data presented here cannot scrutinize
etween these two interpretations.

.3. Influence of Pt–Rh alloy’s surface composition

The surface composition of Pt–Rh electrodes has a marked
nfluence on CO stripping. Fig. 6 shows the stripping peak poten-
ial vs. surface molar fraction of Rh in the alloy for CO adsorption
t 0.07 V vs. SHE, i.e., in the presence of initial high electrode
overage by H(ads). It is seen that in this case Pt–Rh alloys exhibit
lowering of the peak potential relative to pure Pt and Rh met-
ls. The maximum lowering amounts to ca. 100 mV and it is for
lloys possessing between 20 and 60% Rh. The corresponding
alues of electrode coverage by adsorbed CO and of the average
ps are presented in Fig. 7. The coverage slightly falls as the
raction of Rh is increased; nevertheless its value remains high
ven for pure Rh (θ = 90%). The eps parameter shows a maxi-
um in the region of alloy surface compositions, for which there
ig. 7. Electrode coverage by adsorption products (circles) and electron-per-site
eps) parameter (squares) for CO adsorption products vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface
omposition. Adsorption potential 0.07 V vs. SHE.
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of CO adsorption (cf. Fig. 6). Fig. 11 shows the values of elec-
ig. 8. Stripping peak potential vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface composition for CO
dsorption products. Adsorption potential 0.37 V vs. SHE.

table on the electrode’s surface, whereas the latter, resulting
n eps equal to 2, should be more prone to electro-desorption.
ormation of bridge-bonded CO with the bridge joining a Pt and
Rh atom is less favorable energetically than the case when the
ridge is between two atoms of the same element, i.e., two Pt
r two Rh atoms. (The first situation has a broken symmetry.)
he relationships presented in Figs. 6 and 7 can be considered a
onsequence of the fact that the intermediate-composition Pt–Rh
lloys have the largest number of adsorption sites where a Pt
tom neighbors a Rh atom (it is a homogeneous alloy).

In order to confirm that such behavior is typical for CO
dsorption, a different adsorption potential has been used, this
ime from the double layer region of the CVs (0.37 V vs. SHE).
he dependence of the stripping peak potential on the surface
omposition of the alloy for this case is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9
ncludes the corresponding θ and eps values. It is seen from Fig. 8
hat this time the lowering of the peak potential for intermediate-
omposition surfaces is absent. On both the pure metals and on
he alloys in the full range of surface composition the peak is
bserved at around 0.76 V vs. SHE. At the same time the rela-

ionships from Fig. 9 are almost identical to those from Fig. 7.
his somewhat different behavior than observed in the case of
O adsorption in the presence of H(ads) shows that, although the
verage eps might be a function of surface composition only,

ig. 9. Electrode coverage by adsorption products (circles) and electron-per-site
eps) parameter (squares) for CO adsorption products vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface
omposition. Adsorption potential 0.37 V vs. SHE.
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ig. 10. Stripping peak potential vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface composition for CO2

dsorption products. Adsorption potential 0.07 V vs. SHE.

he stability of the adsorption layer formed is influenced addi-
ionally by the adsorption conditions. One could assume, as a
ypothesis, that depending on the activity of H(ads) during CO
dsorption the structure of the resulting adsorption layer would
e different. Perhaps, adsorption in the absence of H(ads) leads
o a more uniform layer, which is more resistant to oxidation.
his view finds support in the shape of stripping CVs obtained

or CO adsorbed at two potentials shown in Fig. 3. The strip-
ing peak for CO adsorption products formed in the absence of
(ads) is narrow and tall compared to the peak recorded after
O adsorption on the surface of the same electrode (60% Rh)
ut in the presence of H(ads). A sharp electro-desorption peak
ttests to an energetically uniform adsorbate. Such effects of
ifferent adsorption layer structure in the case of CO adsorption
n Pt(1 1 1) have been recently quantified using the modern sum
requency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. [23]

In the case of CO2 adsorption on Pt–Rh surfaces, a lowering
f the stripping peak potential relative to the potentials recorded
or the pure metals is also observed (Fig. 10). The maximum low-
ring is a little less than the maximum lowering found in the case
rode coverage by CO2 adsorption products and of the average
ps parameter, both as a function of electrode’s surface compo-
ition. Contrary to CO adsorption, the electrode coverage is now

ig. 11. Electrode coverage by adsorption products (circles) and electron-per-
ite (eps) parameter (squares) for CO2 adsorption products vs. Pt–Rh alloy
urface composition. Adsorption potential 0.07 V vs. SHE.
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ig. 12. Stripping peak potential vs. Pt–Rh alloy surface composition for
ethanol adsorption products. Adsorption potential 0.20 V vs. SHE.

trongly dependent on the surface fraction of Rh. The maximum
overage is observed for pure Pt and it is significantly lower than
n the case of CO adsorption (cf. Figs. 7 and 9). The coverage
alls with the Rh content reaching only 0.3 for pure Rh. Those
ifferences between CO and CO2 adsorption clearly originate
rom the different adsorption mechanisms of these molecules (cf.
ig. 1). CO2 adsorption is a reactive adsorption process involv-

ng an ensemble of adjacent sites (likely at least two with H(ads)).
ecause of limited possibilities for surface rearrangement of the
dsorbate, the availability of such ensembles of sites falls very
ast as the adsorption process proceeds. Thus, lowered saturation
overage is attained. It is possible that the surface rearrangement
ecomes even more difficult when the content of Rh increases,
hich would explain the lowering of θ with Rh content.
As to the eps, its values are generally a little lower than in the

ase of CO adsorption products. Assuming the bridge-bonded
nd the on-top-bonded CO as the only adsorption products also
n the case of CO2 adsorption, the lower average eps values
ould be explained by the fact that a higher probability for a
O2 adsorption act exists in areas where there are multiple reac-

ive H(ads). These are likely areas of multiple adjacent Pt atoms,
here, at the same time, there should be a tendency to form
ridge-bonded CO (see earlier discussion of Fig. 7). The small
ifference in the maximum lowering of the stripping peak poten-
ial between CO and CO2 (cf. Figs. 6 and 10) is in line with the
mall differences in the eps values and the bridge-bonded/on-
op-bonded CO concept (compare discussion of Figs. 6 and 7).
he shape of the relationship between the eps and surface com-
osition is similar for CO and CO2 and it could be explained
s before. One marked difference is in the region of high Rh
ontent, pure Rh in particular. For CO2 adsorption products the
ps for 100% Rh is the highest. A possible explanation for this
an be arrived at by noticing the low coverage by the adsorption
roducts for CO2 on Rh (0.3), which corresponds to a simulta-
eous high coverage by H(ads), and by recalling the influence of
(ads) on the eps parameter (cf. Fig. 5 and discussion thereof).

Fig. 12 includes the relationship between the stripping peak

otential and the surface fraction of Rh for the methanol adsorp-
ion products. A slight lowering of the peak potential in the case
f the Pt–Rh alloys relative to the pure metals is also present in

a
c
t
H

ig. 13. Stripping scans of the methanol adsorption products from Pt, Rh and
t–Rh (60% Rh). Curves descriptions and corresponding electron-per-site (eps)
alues shown in graph.

he case of methanol, however, the maximum lowering is merely
0 mV. Fig. 13 presents stripping voltammograms recorded for
t, Rh and a Pt–Rh (60% Rh) alloy surface. The corresponding
verage eps values of 1.28, 1.42 and 1.33 do not differ much and
re similar to the eps values obtained for CO2 adsorption (lower
han the values for CO adsorption). In spite of these similarities
he adsorption layer formed during methanol adsorption is more
ifficult to oxidize compared to the CO2 adsorption layer. This
roves again that the same average eps value might correspond
o more than one adsorption layer structure. Each such struc-
ure can be characterized by a different energetic stability and

ight produce a different stripping CV. The difference found
or CO2 and methanol can reflect the differences in adsorption
echanisms of these molecules (cf. Fig. 1). CO2 searches for
(ads) sites to adsorb on, while methanol requires bare metal

ites. Because for Pt–Rh alloy surfaces such local areas likely
iffer in composition and catalytic reactivity, the final results
f the adsorption processes—the adsorption layers (and their
lectro-desorption image) may differ as well.

. Conclusions

Precise adjustment of electrode’s surface composition pos-
ible for Pt–Rh alloys allowed for detailed studies of CO, CO2
nd methanol adsorption/electro-desorption on this Pt–M alloy.
t–Rh alloys were found to be slightly more tolerant to poisons
rom these molecules’ adsorption compared to pure Pt and Rh,
s judged from the position of the stripping peak on the potential
cale.

The values of electrode coverage by the adsorption products
θ) and the values of the average electron-per-site parameter
eps) calculated from the stripping CVs point to some differences
xisting between the adsorption layers formed depending on the
dsorbing molecule, the electrode’s surface composition and the
dsorption conditions. CO adsorption products have higher eps

nd θ than CO2 and methanol adsorption products. Intermediate-
omposition alloy surfaces tend to produce higher-eps products
han one-component-enriched alloy surfaces. The presence of

(ads) during adsorption always results in a higher eps. These
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bservations as well as the values of the eps parameter always
alling in the range from 1.0 to 2.0 could be understood by
onsidering the differences in adsorption mechanisms of CO,
O2 and methanol and by taking the adsorption products to be
niquely bridge-bonded and on-top-bonded CO. Although the
atter assumption was sufficient, the presence of adsorbates more
educed or more oxidized than CO(ads) cannot be excluded based
n the data.

It was further shown that there is no direct correlation between
he average eps parameter and the energetic stability of the
dsorption layer (stripping peak potential). Although very often
he high-eps adsorption product is easier do oxidize than the
ow-eps product, another factor sometimes comes into play. This
actor is related to the mechanism of adsorption of a particular
olecule and to the conditions of the adsorption process. In

onsistence with some recent spectroscopic data [23], it was
roposed that adsorption layers characterized by the same value
f the average eps parameter but differing in structure might
orm under different conditions. The more uniform (ordered)
he structure, the more difficult it is to electro-oxidize the layer.
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